INX Utility

Characteristics

It will be possible to use the INX as a utility asset for
the solutions that InziderX oﬀers to its users.

Decentralized Exchange
The technology of our exchange is
wallet based - Dapp. It's secure by
design.

InziderX.io
InziderX is a decentralized
spot leverage OTC market
where you can exchange the
top 20 digital assets
privately and without
veriﬁcation. Transactions are
done in between anonyms
insiders, wallet to wallet
using Atomic Swap. Liquidity
is provided by a relay
system based on the
Lightning Network
technology.
User friendly, the InziderX
terminal is devoted to
actives and algorithms
traders looking for leverage
and quality execution. Our
platform will provide the
tools to help them fully
deploy their strategies with
complex order types, Protrading chart package and
advances API commands.

-

Lightning Network
By including the liquidity of the larger
centralizes exchanges and other big
players through the Lightning
Network, we get the best of both
worlds.

Beneﬁts
- Margin & Funding Trading

- Active Learning Forum

The security of decentralization and
the liquidity of centralization.

- Complexes Orders Types

- Trader Contest

- Pro Trading Chart Package

- Signal Trading

Advance Trading Tools

- Algorithm Enables API

- Reward Program

Our platform focus is on the active and
algorithm trading.

- HD Wallet Integration

- Community Vote

- Market Maker Program

- Encrypted Message

By giving access complexes orders
types, Pro-trading chart package and
advances API commands.
Community Trading
Community is the key and that's why
InziderX will reward traders with
numerous program.

10% discount on transaction fees.
payment for signal services
reward to forum contributors
rewards for negotiators contest
reward for market maker

- Buyers of the sale with three levels of contributions
- InziderX users with reduced fees and rewards
- Miners - it will be possible to mine the INX

INX Sale
1st level
Bonus: 40%
Price per INX: 0.55 ($ 0.33)
INX available: 8,000,000

The InziderX Exchange is
the begining of a new vison:

2nd level
Bonus: 20%
Price per INX: 0.55 ($ 0.44)
INX available: 15,000,000

- TRUE DECENTRALISATION -

3rd level
Price per INX: $ 0.55
INX available: 37,000,000

